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The study provided SPC also was tasked to analyze the priority structure, organization, technical content and cogency of the FY79 S&T program, develop issues in these areas as appropriate and provide both written and verbal rationale thereon. The results of this effort were to be available to aid in the RDAC decision process.
SUMMARY
A study plan and work schedule were submitted to DAR 14 days after • In general, the S&T funding profiles are not in tune with STOG priorities. This may have been caused by the change in procedures for listing STOG priorities after the FY79 budget was apportioned.
• There are instances where significant 6.2 dollar amounts are expended (e.g., AAH) on programs or systems that are well along in development. This could have a significant impact on an S&T program whose budget is ceiling limited.
• In those CAPCATs that have a sub-sub category designated "Future Systems," heavy funding was apparent. This is consistent with the objectives of the S&T program.
• A major thrust of the Fire Support CAPCAT was free flight rocket development (~ $6.0M), while only $1.7M was devoted to "smart" rocket technology. This may be an area for S&T program reorientation. Also, no follow-on work for a Lancetype system could be identified.
• There was an order of magnitude difference in funding in the mobility sub-sub CAPCAT of Combat Aviation to the Close Combat CAPCAT first priority, fire-and-forget missile.
t The complete lack of funding for noncooperative IFF (Air Defense Priority 2) may be an area for program reorientation. Aviation development programs were prepared and submitted to DAR. These profiles reflected funding levels by individual DARCOM laboratory and by system and the operational capabilities of firepower, mobility, sensing, and survivability/vulnerability for both the current year and the out-years FY80-83. The following observations and issues are results of this analysis:
• During FY79, the funds (6.1 and 6.2) for the Air Mobility Laboratory are approximately 46 percent of the total Combat Aviation budget. During the out-years (80-83), this percentage is increased to 60 percent ($n5M/$191M).
• The ratio of Combat Aviation (Close Combat) funding for FY80-83 to Aviation Support (Combat Service Support) funding for FY80-83 is about 30:1. A significant portion of Combat Aviation-Mobility funds are applicable to utility and cargo aircraft; however, the imbalance is still considerable.
• Reconnaissance, surveillance and target acquisition platforms are assigned a fairly high (2.5) priority in the STOG. The planned funding for FY80-83 is about $9M of 6.2, in contrast to the much heavier funding for Combat Aviation.
• About $195M is programmed in 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3a for Combat Aviation-Mobility for FY80-83. To what extent can the considerable corresponding IR&D efforts of the aviation industry be drawn upon to reduce and/or complement this expenditure?
The potential for savings and/or improved quality of results seems great. A preliminary exploration was made of the characteristics of MARDIS and its potential for support to the DAR in the performance of his management responsibilities and direction of the Army technology base program.
